EXPERIMENT 1
Focus group discussion guide "Were there any questions from the first half (science literacy) that you had problems with?" (display questions) "From the second half (the molecular questions), what are your general impressions or thoughts?" "How would you describe a molecule? What falls under the category of molecule?" "What is meant by the term 'random' movement? What is meant by the term 'directed' movement?" "To what extent and under what conditions is the movement of a molecule directed (rather than random)?" "How did you feel about providing your confidence on responses? Was that difficult to do?" Walk through subset of questions and have students discuss their opinions on each one.
When a question subset is displayed: "Depending on how you answered certain questions, you may have seen other questions specific to that response (e.g. if you saw the question 'A molecule knows the location of its receptor' and answered True, then you would see 'How does a molecule know the location of its receptor')." NOTE: Focus group transcripts are provided at the end of this document due to their length. 1. (Cohen, 1973 (Cohen, , 1988 2. (Fern & Monroe, 1996; Rosenthal, 1994) 3. (Fleiss, 1994; Kline, 2004) Holm's Sequential Bonferroni Procedure -E1 MCAA results for each answer from Experiment 1 * Significance indicated at HB-α (based on 16 comparisons at target α = .050) NOTE: Pearson chi-square results may be invalid where more than 20% of the cells in the cross-tabulation have expected cell counts of less than 5 observations. In tests where all cells had counts greater than 5, no extra information is given. It has "hard-wired" knowledge; III.
Effect size interpretation guide

Differences in responses by educational level
Additional characterization for multiple-choice statements
Re-design of the MCAA: Comparison
It receives a message from elsewhere (e.g. from nucleus); IV.
It can sense the receptor when it is close to it E How does an extracellular molecule know the location of its receptor? I. It can sense the receptor from a distance; II.
It has "hard-wired" knowledge; III.
Through interactions when it is close to the receptor E What is the mechanism of an extracellular molecule's movement toward a complementary receptor? I. The extracellular molecule propels itself; II.
The extracellular molecule is released from its source with the correct initial trajectory; III.
The extracellular molecule uses other "helper" molecules to carry it closer; IV.
The extracellular molecule collides randomly with other molecules K What is the mechanism of an extracellular molecule's movement to a receptor? I. The extracellular molecule propels itself; II.
The extracellular molecule is released with the correct initial trajectory; III.
The extracellular molecule collides with other molecules 
EXPERIMENT 2
Holm's Sequential Bonferroni Procedure -E2 Over the course of a semester Over the course of three consecutive years Q2. How did students respond to each MCAA item, and which misconceptions change over time? * Significance indicated at HB-α (based on 13 comparisons at target α = .050) NOTE: Pearson chi-square results may be invalid where more than 20% of the cells in the cross-tabulation have expected cell counts of less than 5 observations. In tests where all cells had counts greater than 5, no extra information is given. Additional characterization for multiple-choice statements Q3. How strongly do students adhere to their misconceptions and does their confidence change over time? NOTE: These analyses consider only students who responded with a misconception the statement in question. Eta-squared = Z 2 /(N-1); r effect size = Z/√N * Significance indicated at HB-α (based on 11 comparisons at target α = .050) Q4. How did the rewording/restructuring of the MCAA influence students' responses? (1) .002 * -0.072 5 (.007) * We talked a lot in-in this survey about random movement or directed movement, and I wonder if I  were to ask you what is meant by the term random, or what is meant by the term directed? Uh,  what does that mean to you? 4 I don't exactly know 1 3 for random I would say that there-like it doesn't have a direction, so it's kind of just-I don't know how to say it in like um, so random as in there's like, there's no like... destination I guess in a sense?...whereas like directed, it's complete opposite so there's, like the molecule is-or atom or whatever it may be is actually trying to get to a specific point? 0 2 randomized, um, I feel like it doesn't have a purpose...when it's directed, I feel like um, either the molecules are like binding to do something or they have a purpose to their movement, so it's in a certain fashion, they're trying to accomplish something 0 1 a random movement to me would seem more-it's unambiguous, non-predictable, uh it can go in any direction and at any time. And directed would be more of-it has a path to follow, like a reason to go to a certain uh-a certain place or area in space.
Science literacy and bioliteracy
Science literacy comparison between E1 and E2
Comparison of science literacy and bioliteracy across biology-course levels
Q1. How does the overall frequency of misconceptions held by students change over time?
Between introductory, intermediate, and advanced courses
Change over the course of a semester
Between introductory, intermediate, and advanced courses
Table 27. Post-hoc pairwise comparison of confidence in correct answers for significant
Kruskal-Wallis tests (Between introductory, intermediate, and advanced courses
Over the course of a semester
FOCUS GROUP CODED TRANSCRIPTS
0
To what extent and under what conditions is the movement of a molecule directed, rather than random?
4 Um, I guess it would be when molecules interact with each other then? Um, then they actually have like something to do, so they-their movement, like whatever they do is kind of with a purpose 2
Interactions, and where-where does the purpose come from?
4 It would come from like... the attraction between the two molecules, like whether it has to like um-if you think of like reactions and stuff, right? 2 3 based on like different factors, like electronegativities for example, umm, and that kind of... that type of really basic um... idea actually kind of gives a reason for some molecules to move or atoms to move in the way that they move? It's like through positive and negative attraction, for example, or just covalent bonds 2 2 Yeah, I don't know how much like of molecule movement is actually like unpredictable, I think that like they mostly-it's mostly directed, um, based on umm, like intramolecular and um, intermolecular like uh interactions that they have, so I don't think a lot of it is like ambiguous 2 So at what distance might a protein receptor be from its ligand for those forces that you talk about to be in place. Is it-is it there all the time, or is it just when the ligand be-is very close to the protein or...
2
I think there's always going to be a little-I think there's always going to be a bond present? It's just the strength of the bond and it decreases over like distance and stuff? 2 1 whenever I would say there's a process or an end purpose 2 1 let's say DNA, uh or DNA being uh transcribed and translated into protein, so you have the mRNA produced and then some-and that's carried outside of the cell and then you have a tRNA molecule andand a ribosome coming together. The tRNA would bring amino acids to <the> ribosome so in that sense the amino acid's being directed to the ribosome by tRNA for the overall purpose of synthesizing a protein.
2 An extracellular molecule attempts to move towards its receptor. Uh, do you want to sort of  discuss your reasons for answering what you did, maybe? And you can also discuss the other  questions that are on the screen there in the same... general idea   1 you have uh, let's say an amino acid going to the ribosome, the amino acid itself doesn't attempt to go to the ribosome. You have another molecule assisting it to go there. 3 1 then you have other molecules that do on their own have enough affinity, let's say due to proximity, or just the presence of them being-always being there, in which they would move to the receptor 2 1 I would put it down as true, because I associate uh, like I said direction with uh purpose 2 3 in this particular question, the first thing that comes to mind is the idea of the chemical synapse and like <*> and all that, so um, I can't remember exactly what the molecule was called, but um, the one that...it's the same idea with that just being able to find its receptor, like on its own, like it didn't really need that much assistance, if any, to find that receptor on the other side, so uh, I would say it's true in that sense.
2 answered true for that, how specific is that molecule's objective?...Is it. .
If you
. attempting to move towards one specific molecule or equally likely for any of-of that receptor? Or maybe there's a few different types of receptors that it-that it might bind to
1 For the most part, well when I think of uh binding, I would say that it has to be quite specific, because of the complexity of everything going on. You don't want a molecule to be uh ambiguous in its binding. However you do have times where uh you have so many multiple pathways that overlap with one another, and so that one molecule could bind to different receptors for different purposes 1
Okay, and if it's the same-if it's multiple copies of the same kind of receptor, does that make a difference?
1 Um, I guess in those regards I wouldn't say it would be uh specific, as long as they're-the receptor in its whole is identical to the others and that extracellular molecule has a specific objective to get-let's say that it's supposed to bring it into the cell, um, it-I would just think of those other receptors as just other copies to increase the amount or the rate at which the molecules are brought in
is that how-like in the second option there, is that how you interpreted that one-that option? Or was that kind of ambiguous as to what that was... referring to?
1 I sort of thought of it as: you have a type of receptor and then you ha-which is made up of different molecules, and your particular extracellular molecule could bind to any of those different types, as opposed to how you described it, as one type of receptor that's identical and you can bind to any of them 1 4 Yeah, that's-_ that's the same way I kind of interpreted that too 1
And how about the last one there: All types of molecules have an objective?
2 I think I put true for that one. 2 3 Yeah, I think I put true as well 2 3 obviously each molecule has like a different chemical property behind it? Um, so I-I think that that has a big factor in it having an-an objective, so different molecules with so many different chemical properties, there has to be...
2
Some purpose 2
When you say an objective or a purpose, do you mean that it actually has um, a mission of Or, that it is well suited because of its configuration 3 Well suited, sorry, yeah...To a variety of jobs, and with so much different uh types of molecules and-<it> should be able to see like a very large variety of different jobs 1
when I think of the word purpose, I think-I interpret it as you're saying that the molecule knows that it has to bind with this, and that it knows what its job is and it needs to complete it 2
That's what I picture <that helps> yeah, like-like a very focused and driven-like that's-that's what I think of? Um, like it has an actual purpose and it has like an actual like role in a chemical process or in the processes that are going on, so I kind of like interpret it as like an intentional type thing, even though it's probably not because it has like guiding forces and guiding molecules, but I see the molecule as like something that's deliberately trying to accomplish something 2
So if-um-if like you said, a molecule might have a variety of-of purposes, uh let's say you have aa ligand <like this> extracellular molecule and it can bind to two different types of-of receptors and that the downstream effects in the cell might be different. So molecule-or receptor A, receptor B and if the molecule is here, does it have a particular objective to one or the other? Or is it equally likely that it would bind to one or the other?
1 For that, if let's say the molecule was-was working on its own, I would say then uh it could go to either, but if we are let's say dealing with complex or other interactions could-that could affect that molecule's let's say affinity to each of the receptor, uh, then I would go with uh it would have a specific purpose let's say, but if the chemistry was like identical and we're only dealing with those receptors, they're the sameum they're the s-the extracellular components are the same, the intracellular component alters it and produces different results, I would say then it-it could bind to either or 2
An extracellular molecule knows the location of its receptor. True or false? If it's-there's some distance between them uh-let's say-say you have mol-uh receptor and a ligand, there over here. Does it-does this molecule know where this is?
3 I would say it's true 2 3 Um, I'm-the idea I'm thinking of right now is with DNA? So transcription and translation, and the fact that we need to have all the complexes bind to the um the DNA strand so that it can uh start the DNA replication process, uh, like you have all these complexes coming from different parts of the cell, um, and they obviously must know where the DNA strand is in order to come together in such a way that it can function, um, in DNA replication, so I would say yes 're able to expand on the hard-wired knowledge. .
.how does that information exist in the ligand?
1 Uh, the-the structure of uh both components, I guess would be the best way of describing how a molecule would know to bind to something else 4
So how do the-how do the structures direct one to bind to the other if they haven't already come in contact?
1 in textbooks or classes we've learned that molecules are brought by something else to something else, but how exactly is it directed there... uh cause we know that interactions are based on let's say affinity, but going back to the concept of knowing...
1
Yeah, there's-there's uh-like I would say the same thing false right away 4
Participant Focus Group 2: Statement / Question Code
An extracellular molecule attempts to move towards its receptor. Ie it has a binding objective." How do you interpret that question; what're your impressions of that idea?
8
In class or anywhere, we usually learn about how different um molecules have a specific job in the cell or something like that, so automatically I think, Oh yeah, it does have a specific thing-a-an objective 2 7
Yeah, I would say the same thing and how, if-it has-it mo-moves towards one receptor or if it moves towards more than one so there are variety in the-… I think like everything has a job, but everything is like-they can have more <like> functions as well, 2 "An extracellular molecule attempts to move towards its receptor." We want to get your thoughts and impressions of that concept and whether you think that would be true or false and why?
5 Um, I know it like-ha-tries to move towards a receptor because it wants to attach to the receptor to like um... stimulate another-another reaction to occur as it attaches to the receptor, um, there's specific cases where it wouldn't when and-when it doesn't match with the-the shape of the receptor when it can't bind to that properly 2 6 When I think of this, I think of a cell-like when we learned back in grade school, we learned about cells and how one enzyme is specifically made for the other, so they're kinda like those blocks where only one fits the other, so it moves toward it but if they're not-like the puzzle piece together, then they're not _going to bind together_ 4 _Lock and key_ 6 Yeah, _lock and key 4 5 Lock and key, yeah 4
And would you say that all types of molecules have an objective? Or a goal?
6 They have some sort of a goal, in some way they're binding to one another, but I don't think every molecule has a _binding receptor_ 1 5 _Yeah, like if its_ function is to bind to a receptor, then it will but then if there's some molecules that cannot bind to the receptor, it will just kind of float around, but they won't really bind to the receptor and perform its function 2
Can you give me an example of a molecule that wouldn't have an objective?
8 I kinda disagree with _that, so... 2 7 _Me too_ 2 8 Umm, I disagree just because from what I've learned so far, everything that we've talked about has some kind of objective, maybe it isn't carrying out that objective right away, or in that moment, but they have something that they are-they have-they tend to do within maybe a cell 2 7 yeah you can um bind to receptors but there are like active and passive type of transports, I feel like their molecules are moving and they're doing some sort of-they have a role in the body, so that's how I think of it 0 Where does this objective or role come from? 5 I think there's like specific messengers or um like we know the core of the cell is the nucleus, which is able to um carry out the messages and you know like-to convey whether like this needs to join with this to perform this function, so I think everything starts from the nucleus, so that could have-that could you know have specific vesicles to um yo-actually carry out the messages 3 8
Um, I don't know-uh like through evolutionary I suppose that they've learned to-which kind of molecules need to do what to be able to carry out things efficiently in like the simplest manner, so I think it's something that's occurred over a long time period to get to a certain point to be able to be this complex maybe or to be able to actually have that specific objective 3
So one more question before we move on, would this learned behaviour be located within the actual molecules themselves or within the nucleus of the cell?
5 Umm, I want to say nucleus? _But um, I'm really not sure_ 3 6 Yeah, _because the way we were taught_ it was like the nucleus was kind of like the brain of the cell, where it tells the molecules kind of what to do, so it's kind of like the director or the boss, where it like directs the molecules to do everything, so the molecules themselves wouldn't do anything, unless the nucleus specifically kind of sends out a message, like she said to mRNA or-like not mRNA but like the messengers that they have 3 5 Um, I also think that it depends um because sometimes some molecules already have the function ingrained in themselves; they're able to carry out on their own, they just require that message from the nucleus to kind of do the function, but some-there's some molecules that are kind of weak and they require that function and um the message from the nucleus so I think it depends on both ends 3
An extracellular molecule knows the location of its receptor.
7 the molecule knows where to go, the receptor I believe will know what molecule it needs to bind to, so I feel like there's a c-a location-a signal type of communication, both uh receptor and molecule? 2 5 It could also be bonds that kind of um help connect or like them recep-the-the uh molecule's able to kind of attract specific bonds that are between it-the mol-molecule and the receptor and so it can bind to the receptor 2 the signal being passed from the receptor to the molecule, wouldis that signal a-a-another molecule, would you think or? _Or-yeah what's-what would Or that signal could be included as part of the molecule, where-like once the nucleus tells that-that molecule has to go bind-like to its location, so its signal-the signals would go out, I don't know how it would work but like the signals would go out of the molecule and they would kind of direct the molecule to go find its receptor 3 8
So just going back to the idea of
Maybe I thought the molecules were more freely moving and so the way they were built, so their polarity and things like that would affect ho-where-to where in the cell they would move towards, 2 36 8 I'm trying to think of the example um-was um for contractions in a muscle, um, when the action potential in like the synaptic cleft, you see the calciums move to-um... to the other side-to the less neg-to make it more-less-make it less negative? 4 8 So I think that interaction, that polarity, things like that would in a sense cause-get the molecule to n-go towards its receptor...but I don't think they always know the exact location of it. They're-I would think they're more free moving in that way, through like the cytoplasm and things like that, there's just things that affect it 4 7 I think all of these kind of go together, like yeah there's signals that are being sent to them but also like based on where they are in the cell, if they're close by maybe they'll bind like the receptor and the um molecule 2
An extracellular molecule can change trajectory on its own. Change the direction that it's moving?
6
Yes if its environments change around it? Like if the molecule, like she said with the polarity and the electronegativity. So if you change its surrounding and it finds its surrounding where it could attract or another molecule is so high the electronegativity that it could pull that molecule from that place, then in that case the molecule kind of loses its control and moves toward it because the surroundings of the molecules have changed 2 It-okay, so, if the environment was stable, then...
5
Yeah, <I think so> 2 8 I think through collisions it can change its trajectory, but I don't think it can on its _own_ 4 6 _Yep_ 4 7 I-I mean like our body works in efficiency so I-I'm thinking like more of along the lines of you do have a molecule that's su-supposed to go to one receptor, I feel like whatever-whatever the most efficient route it will-it'll take-I'm not sure how it-like if it will change the direction, but maybe the nucleus or whatever some signal does pick the-the most efficient route. It's a guess 2
A molecule that is critical to normal cell function would move more directly than a less critical molecule. And also, I-maybe before asking this question, what do you think this question means when it asks about moving more directly versus-what-what would the opposite of moving directly be?
6 Like taking its time to get to its _receptor_, whereas just getting straight to it, so instead of like she said, like taking a long long path or like instead of stumbling around and finding its way, it would have a higher signal which would direct it straight to go to the receptor? 4 7 Like I was thinking more along like second messengers 1 5 And just adding on to that, um I feel like the-I feel like the molecules cannot just take one path or one long path. <The> multiple paths that kind of lead to that one destination, but they might be longer or shorter depending on how directly or indirectly its related to the receptor 0 A molecule moves dir-more directly when it's been activated, for example by phosphorylation, and  you're aware the-the kind of process of-of something phos-phosphorylated and then might  change conformation and have-[agreement] good. Um, so how do you feel about that? 5 I kind of, yeah I kind of agree with it because um it's been activated through uh a natural reaction that occurs in the cell, and as a result um it could provide signals and uh kind of uh provide that force to move in a direct manner 2 7 But there's no function to it I feel like, it's just sitting there 2 6 So, once it becomes active it kind of has a purpose and not just floating around but actually like doing its function, whereas the inactive would just sit around waiting for <it> to bind and become active and then to start its function 2 in a hypothetical scenario you have a receptor and a molecule and in order for that molecule to bind properly to the receptor it has to be activated by phosphorylation or something like [agreement] . Do you think that the... a collision between the molecule and the receptor ha-would happen more frequently if its activated versus inactivated? ...would the inactive form of the molecule come into contact with the receptor just as likely?
7 Don't think so 2 8 I wanna say, it would come-like they would be equally in contact, it was just that the one that is actually active would actually connect, because for-in my mind I think it-I kinda d-I guess it depends on the amount of those-the amount-the number of molecules that are there 4 8
If there was an equal amount,_ I would say due to collisions or whatever, they would equally just about hit the receptor, it was just that the active ones would only actually bind and create another sequence of reactions Um I thought it was true because when a molecule is activated, like it does go to where it needs to go, when it's inactivated, it will just sit there and not really have a purpose until it waits for the-it to get activated 2 5
Yeah, I agree with it being true because um it's been driven by a reaction so it has more potential to moveto connect to the receptor in a more direct manner than the one that's not driven by a reaction 2 if a group of molecules is released into an extracellular space, ie through exocytosis, so you uh I can't remember somebody uh mentioned the example of calcium in a synapse or lets say there's neurotransmitters being released into a synaptic cleft, are they certain to spread out over time?
7 Whenever I think of that I think of diffusion, so going from a high concentration to low, so over time I would think that they would spread out? But I'm not sure 4
